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EGPiS 2 Second Newsletter

After the second international meeting, held in Cyprus last March, EGPiS2 project enters in a new phase
that will involve all the partners across Europe in piloting of formative activities.
This specific phase of the project, that, as said, will be carried out all over the partner countries, has been
ideated and developed by the English partner Access to Sport, discussed and approved during the above
mentioned meeting.
During this action, partners will be committed in training courses carried out among the specific target
groups involved in the project activities: parents, P.E. teachers, trainers and coaches.
These activities, that will be carried out according to each partner’s specific needs, will have one main goal:
address those groups that can really play an active and effective role achieving the objective EGPiS2 set
since its very beginning. That’s why every course that will be aiming to the above mentioned target groups
will enclose specific themes and features that will provide a safe know-how “toolkit” that each group will
be able to apply in its activities.
Moreover, EGPiS2 project is going to enter in another interesting and crucial part of it development: the
shooting of the video. Meant to be an emotional video, it will enclose a fictional characters’ everyday
routine life in sport activities. The main plot of the video is developed around a girl who has to face
difficulties and issues sport-related and that will find the strength to overcome such problems in her father
and her coach, who will allow her to play her favourite sport without any pressure and just for the fun of
enjoying it.
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Are you interested in knowing more about EGPiS2?
Stay tuned!
www.egpis.eu
egpis@endas.it
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